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The OHDSI LATAM WG empowers the Latin American community to generate high-quality evidence with data where our more than 600 million lives are better represented. We are a common touch point across organizations and countries and serve as guides and facilitators towards resources that make the journey possible.
2022 Accomplishments

- Organized a Workshop in Colombia in alliance with Makehealth LATAM and MIT Critical Data
- Organized an OHDSI course in Brazil in alliance with the Brazilian Society of Health Informatics (SBIS http://sbis.org.br/)
- Protocol for a PLP study shared with the PLP WG and the OHDSI LATAM community
- Started a conversion of Colombian Hospital Data
- Piloted a Conversion with Chilean Data
- Albert Einstein Hospital is now part of the OHDSI data network.
2023 OKRs

• Objective 1: Increase the number of “OHDSI talks” in conferences organized by different scientific organizations in LATAM
  – Key results:
    • Four (4) submissions during 2023 by members of the OHDSI LATAM WG on different events mostly taking place in LATAM.
• Objective 2: Increase the number of new participants in monthly calls
  – Key results:
    • Five to ten new persons are invited to every call
    • Reach out to 3 to 4 fellow OHDSI members for invited talks.
    • Send a monthly newsletter.
2023 OKRs

• Objective 3: Facilitate conversions by working with the Vocabulary WG to ensure the inclusion of relevant local vocabularies into the main OHDSi vocabulary.
  – Key results
    • Inclusion of two relevant Colombian vocabularies
    • Inclusion of two relevant Brazilian vocabularies
    • Inventory list of required vocabulary for Chile and Mexico.